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VENUE DETAILS
Organisation Name:

City of Whittlesea

Venue Name:

Plenty Ranges Arts and Convention Centre

Venue Manager:

Craig Emmerson

Contact Details:

0448 222 651
craig.emmerson@whittlesea.vic.gov.au

Site Address:

35 Ferres Boulevard, South Morang, VIC 3752

COVID Marshal:

Nathan Allan or Duty Manager

Contact Details:
Local Government:

City of Whittlesea

Council Manager:

Ben Waterhouse
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RESPONSE TEAM AND ISOLATION AREA
PRACC's COVID SAFE RESPONSE TEAM
Nathan Allen: COVID Safe Compliance Coordinator
Matthew Cartledge
Craig Emmerson
The team is responsible for the management and implementation of PRACC's COVID-19 Safe Plan.
Including…..
- Assessing the impact of COVID-19, the impact of the Response Plan and assessing current
priorities;
- Ensuring te venue continues to meet its legal and regulatory responsibilities;
- Directing the overall response to any incident;
- Ensuring support for the role of the COVID-Safe Compliance Coordinator;
- Composing and communicating messages to staff, patrons, stakeholders and to the media.
- The PRACC COVID Safe Response Team will meet to manage:
o Emergency Response
o Incident Management
o Recovery
o Resumption
COVID SAFE COMPLIANCE COORDINATOR
Duties Include:
- Implement, coordinate and communicate Safe Audience health and safety guidelines;
- Ensure health risk management implementation and compliance;
- Brief and manage staff regarding health and risk implementation and compliance for all events;
Compliance with measures implemented to reduce the spread of COVID-19 is the responsibility of
every individual who works in or visits PRACC, including management, workers and patrons.
ISOLATION AREA - Woodstock Theatre
This area is to be used on the occasion when a visitor to PRACC has displayed symptoms while
onsite.
The Woodstock will contain the following:
- Hand sanitiser
- PPE including gloves and surgical facemask
- Detergent and/or wipes and Tissues.
- Waste bags or waste bin with lid (pedal bin or non-touch mechanism).
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VENUE CAPACITY
Each enclosed public spaces within PRACC have a capacity calculated based on 2m2 and 4m2, these
are listed in the table below. These spaces have their capacity displayed on their entrance doors to
highlight to all users and staff what the maximum capacity is in that space.
The Yan Yean Theatre and Woodstock Theatres have a capacity calculated based on 75% as per the
latest DHHS Guidelines.
The event spaces which can vary their layout style also have capacities based on these different
layouts, these are listed in the attached document.
To ensure the correct number of visitors attend PRACC the following guidelines are in place:
Public Events - will be ticketed events, only ticket holders will be able to gain access to the
venue. No door sales will be permitted during this time. Tickets will have seating allocation.
Private Events - will be invitation only, a list of attendees will be supplied to PRACC by the hirer
of the spaces, prior to the event taking place.
The team at PRACC will undertake training, which will enable them to effectively manage capacities
in the venue, this will include the complete event process from enquiry through to delivery.
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VENUE OPERATIONS - BACK OF HOUSE
Work spaces within PRACC are considered to be those which are not accessible to the public,
including:
- PRACC Office
- Kitchen
- Dressing Rooms
- Stages
- Tech Booth
- Loading Dock
These spaces are not restricted by the density rule but individuals are required to follow social
distancing rules, restrict unnecessary prolonged close contact and wear PPE (masks) as per DHHS
Guidelines.
The PRACC Office Floor Plan is attached to this SafePlan.

VENUE OPERATIONS - TICKETING
PRACC will communicate with all ticket holders prior to their arrival through....
- www.pracc.com.au
- messaging on tickets
- social media
This communication will update visitors of changing circumstances at the venue and also highlight
what they can expect when at PRACC.
Ticketing will be contactless when arriving to a show, Front of House Staff will have ticket scanners
to check tickets. All tickets will be allocated seating, and no on the door sales will be permitted.
Tickets will be refundable due to COVID-19 reasons.
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VENUE OPERATIONS
PRACC has/will
- Identified the appropriate capacity per office/meeting space based on current DHHS
Guidelines.
- Removed ‘hot desk’ options and communal seating.
- Assessed the ability for staff to work from home, or alter business hours to effectively manage
arrival/departure times and the capacity of workspaces.
- Provided appropriate signage about good hygiene practices, capacity limits and social
distancing measures.
- Installed hand sanitiser stations and sneeze guards throughout the venue.
- Minimised face to face meetings where possible (utilise online meeting facilities) – this applies
both to staff and external stakeholders.
- Requested contactless delivery for any goods arriving at the venue.
- Manage staff mental wellbeing through appropriate consultation, making signage and
printed/online materials available and designate an appropriate contact within your
organisation or department for communicating staff concerns. For examples and further
information see The Arts Wellbeing Collective.
- Limit shared food e.g. birthday cakes, ‘family-style’ staff meals, etc.
- Removed buffet and communal catering options from its menus.
- Manage hygiene, remove/reduce the sharing of utensils and crowding in common areas.
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VENUE OPERATIONS
PRACC has
- A supervisor to brief the Onsite Contact of each hirer regarding it's policy and process on
arrival.
On Stage – Personnel / Performers
- The ‘Stage’ area is considered a ‘workplace’. Therefore, a density rule does not apply, but
where possible physical distancing of currently 1.5m should be maintained.
- PRACC will develop, communicate and manage clear limits to the number of personnel allowed
on stage at any one time, including performers and production staff. Technical Supervisor to
monitor.
- PRACC will apply performer limits to large ensembles such as Choirs and Orchestras. Work
with them and their own COVID-Safe plan to manage close contact performer numbers safely
both on stage and in back of house.
- When rehearsals and performances are conducted, performers where possible should
maintain 1.5 metres distance from each other, hand hygiene practices should be strictly
followed, and the sharing of microphones or of instruments that are played with a mouthpiece
should be avoided. Rehearsal and performance areas should also be cleaned with increased
frequency.
- Informed Consent
Close Proximity, PRACC will ensure producers/ touring party / hirers have appropriate controls
and strategies in place regarding close proximity performers, and if appropriate have written,
informed consent from performers to work in scenes that require close contact, and what
control measures are in place.
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VENUE OPERATIONS
Disability Access
PRACC will continue to provide full accessibility for all of their visitors including those with
disabilities.
This includes:
- wayfinding and accessing new entries, egress points and emergency exits;
- communicating new programs and procedures;
- sitting in different parts of the theatre, sometimes with companions;
- access to backstage as artists and workers with disabilities.
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VENUE OPERATIONS - CLEANING
- Ensure the stage, wings and surrounding back of house is included in daily / each event
cleaning schedules, including all touch surfaces and equipment.
- Minimise use of communal areas throughout the venue, remove communal furniture where
possible to minimise the communal space usage.
Equipment & Props Venue Wide
- PRACC has Identified, listed and all high touch / high risk and ‘shared’ staging, performance
and technical equipment.
- This may include headsets, microphones, headphones, props and sets as well as audio and LX
desks and equipment.
- PRACC's technical team have created Checklists to ensure equipment is safe to use.
- PRACC or Cleaning Melbourne will sanitise all high-risk equipment before / after each use
with an alcohol-based disinfectant.
- Where possible equipment will not be shared amongst hirers.
- Where possible, artists should provide their own microphone / headsets for hand-held or close
use.

Cleaning & Sanitising
Cleaning and disinfecting common contact surfaces will help to slow the spread of coronavirus
(COVID-19). General requirements and suggestions on cleaning and disinfecting procedures can be
found in the Department of Health and Human Services’ (DHHS) and Safe Work Australia
guidelines.
The cleaning of PRACC is managed by the City of Whittlesea Facilities Management Team and it's
contractor Cleaning Melbourne.
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VENUE OPERATIONS - ARRIVAL AND
EGRESS
PRACC has/will
- Increase the public Foyer Space of the venue for Theatre Shows by opening it's function spaces
which are adjacent to the Foyer, this will increase the floor space of the Foyer and assist with
the movement of people and the social distancing.
- Ensure all visitors complete the QR Code check in, this will be available at the entrance of the
venue, a member of staff will also be on hand to assist visitors with this.
- Only allow visitors attending events to enter the venue and upon commence of show the front
doors to the building will be closed and monitored for late arrivals and emergencies.
- For Theatre shows, direct ticket holders to the Theatre entrance on arrival and ask them to
take their allocated seats.
- Use roped barriers and floor decals to assist with social distancing when queuing.
- Use ticket scanners for theatre shows, patrons arriving will need their tickets with allocated
seating to gain entry to the venue.
- Operate productions without intervals or reduce interval times and will reduce the pre-show
access time for patrons inside of the venue. Cafe 35 will not operate during productions until
further notice.
- Encourage visitors to remain seated during any interval breaks in proceedings. For those who
need to use restrooms, capacity limits are displayed on the doors.
- Egress from the Theatres will take place in row order and announcements will be made prior
to the performance and post performance with instructions to follow.
- The Foyer is to be used as an area to pass through rather than it's traditional use of a
communal social area.
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CUSTOMER ENTRY AND TRACKING
- As per the DHHS Guidelines and the instructions set by the City of Whittlesea, PRACC will
operate an electronic contract tracking system. PRACC will utilise the QR Code option supplied
by the City of Whittlesea. The to which can be found below.
QR Link
Each visitor will be required to complete the below details

REFUSING ENTRY TO PATRONS
- Everyone has an obligation to stay at home while displaying any symptoms related to COVID19 as identified by State and Federal Government. PRACC has the right to refuse service/entry
and insist that anyone displaying these symptoms leaves the premises.
- PRACC has installed signage throughout the venue to support this COVID-19 Safe Plan.
- PRACC has added communication to it's tickets and website which provides visitors with
information about what they must do prior to arriving at the venue for their event.
- The public are reminded they are responsible for their own health and hygiene at all times.
- Workers, members, participants and visitors who have symptoms related to COVID-19 must
be excluded from the site.
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STAFF MANAGEMENT
Through the City of Whittlesea Daily Roll Call, staff are screened prior to commencing work at
PRACC. The ongoing health of all our staff is paramount and will be checked on each day they work
at the venue. This is to protect the health and safety of staff and patrons.
- Any worker who tests positive for COVID-19 should remain at home in isolation for not less than
14 days after symptoms begin. The worker should follow health authority guidance.
- Impacted Workers who have been in close contact with a person who tests positive, but who are
not presently symptomatic should not come to work for 14 days after their last close contact, and
quarantine themselves.Impacted Workers who have been in close contact with a person who tests
positive, but who are not presently symptomatic should not come to work for 14 days after their
last close contact, and quarantine themselves.
Please see the City of Whittlesea COVID-19 Safeplan for further information about Staff Management attached
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VISITOR INFECTION
If a patron is confirmed to be infected with COVID-19 either during or after their attendance at
your venue, the Venue Manager must immediately notify the City of Whittlesea Business
Continuity Team and relevant, documented public health authorities. If the Patron is still on site
when they identify as showing symptoms:
- The first aider, or other pre-designated responder should escort the individual to the isolation
area, remaining at least 2m away from the patient and ensuring that all other individuals on the
premises maintain a 2m distance as well.
- If not wearing one already, the patient should be given a facemask whilst walking to the
isolation area and when exiting the building and be advised not to touch any surfaces, objects or
people.
- Once in the isolation area the first aider can assess the individual to see if they well enough to
return home, contact their GP by phone from home and isolate there.
With the health authorities you will need to:
- Determine what areas of the venue were visited, used, or impacted by the infected patron
(‘Impacted Areas’).
Note. PRACC may be required to immediately close the venue and cancel all events until the
safety of the venue has been determined by health authorities, or the venue has been fully
sanitised.
- Assess whether the patron was within two metres of other workers, patrons or performers.
- Work with the local health department and use Patron Contact Tracing data to determine
which other patrons and workers the infected patron was in close contact with. (‘Impacted
Patrons’).
- Notify the Impacted Patrons / Workers / Performers that they may have had contact with an
infected patron and advise them to monitor their health and self-isolate as required by the
health authorities.
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COMMUNICATION OF INFECTION
PRACC's Communication Response - in line with the City of Whittlesea Communication Policy
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RETURN TO SITE - STAFF
PRACC will:
- Establish what are the staffing levels required to open the centre with COVID-19 protocols in
place.
- Ensure appropriate training, upskilling and briefing of staff in new or changed COVID-19
related roles and responsibilities. All staff will undertake the Infection Control Training COVID-19 from the Australian Government before returning to PRACC.
- Consider employee well-being including their mental health: consider how staff may feel
coming back into the building and the strong staff social network that exists around many arts
centres.
- Assess how increased levels of absenteeism could affect critical activities and how this could
be prevented, cross-training to ensure cover on roles.
- Update where necessary, Human Resources policies and procedures to bring them in line with
any new guidelines or practices adopted following the emergence of COVID -19.
- Create a support plan for workers, to:
o Provide ongoing communication to ensure workers are kept up to date on all the necessary
information, including any changes to their working environment and to provide reassurance
that all necessary safety and hygiene measures are being introduced and monitored.
o Open door policy for workers to be able to discuss any concerns they may have.
o Provide information on available sources of support and advice.
PRACC will use the Deputy Platform for casual employees and SharePoint for permanent staff
to access.
- Venues should recommend that all staff download, install and run the COVID-Safe App on
their mobile devices before returning to work.
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RETURN TO SITE - STAFF CONT....
Staff Training Induction & Safety Training
- All staff will require induction into new health and safety protocols before they recommence
work in your venue. All staff will undertake the Infection Control Training - COVID-19 from the
Australian Government before returning to PRACC.
- Staff Briefings to be conducted at the start of each shift by the Manager or COVID Compliance
Coordinator.
- Audience facing and other front of house staff may require additional training and updated
duties.
- Emergency Evacuation Procedures will to be reviewed with the CoW Emergency Team,
updated and implemented.
PPE for Staff
PRACC will follow government advice is that control measures such as good hygiene and physical
distancing are more effective than PPE, and in most instances, PPE is not required.
- Face Coverings / Masks.
o Face masks are currently mandated to be worn while at PRACC, this applies to all staff and
visitors to the venue.
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RETURN TO WORK - STAFF CONT....
- Sneeze Guards/ Screens
o Perspex screens for box office stations, Cafe 35 are not mandated. We will work with the
Facilities Management Team
o PRACC will consult with staff regarding their comfort level regarding such screens and if they
believe they will assist, implement accordingly.
- Gloves
o If gloves are already worn as part of routine food preparation, this practice should be
continued together with the usual food safety requirements, if applicable.
If using them, workers will be trained in the proper use of gloves, including frequency of
disposal.
o Utilise gloves for First Aid, isolation or temperature checking activities.
Cleaning Staff:
CoW Contracted Cleaning Operator is Cleaning Melbourne, along with the CoW Facilities
Management Team they are responsible but the cleaning of PRACC inline with Government
standards.

PPE for Technical Staff:
It is recommended that where possible performers and hirers fit their own technical equipment
to their persons. Where this is not possible, PRACC staff will assist while wearing gloves, masks
and observing the advice around limiting the time spent within 1.5m of another person or group.
Sanitising
PRACC has Sanitiser Dispensers installed around the venue, these are for staff and visitors to
use while onsite.
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HIRERS
Hirers of the space are considered as all Third-Party users of PRACC.
- PRACC will Inform hirers of it's COVID Safe plan and venue health and safety protocols
before they arrive at your venue.
- Hirers will need to register any public event with the Victorian Government, events with less
than 500 attendees are classed as Tier 3 events.
- Ensure touring companies and hirers sign-off that they have read and agree to abide by
PRACC's COVIDSafe plan and updated protocols.
- Hirers must provide the PRACC with their own COVID Safe plan before arriving at the venue.
Technical staff and your COVID Compliance Coordinator should review such third-party plans
and ensure consistency with your own practices and compliance.
- Hirer's plans should take into consideration distancing requirements for their performers,
their touring party, and from your audience both on and off stage.
- This information should be made available and be reviewed by both parties in a timely manner
in the pre-event process, and allow for the resources to finalise before the production.
- PRACC will induct hirers of the venue upon arrival, this will include the COVID procedures at
PRACC.
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EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST
PRACC Team
Craig Emmerson:
Matthew Cartledge:
Cameron Canobie:
Nathan Allen:
Nicole Doherty:
Jacinda Hunt:
Ben Waterhouse:

0448 222 651
0429 528 030
0408 503 436
0447 319 806
0418 688 085
0437 525 336
0438 040 810

Council Services:
Facilities Help Desk:
Emergency After Hours:
Customer Services:
IT Help Desk:
HR:

03 9217 2050
0409 188 442
03 9217 2170
03 9217 2361
03 9217 2572

DHHS:
1300 651 160
covidemployernotifications@dhhs.vic.gov.au
WorkSafe Victoria
13 23 60
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DOCUMENTS
PRACC has the following documents in place to assist with the management of COVID-19 at the
venue.
- Staff COVID-19 Daily Roll Call
- Risk Assessment
- Cafe 35 Action Plan
- Box Office Action Plan
- PRACC Office Action Plan
- Technical Equipment Action Plan
- Venue Capacity Chart
- City of Whittlesea COVID SafePlan
- Cleaning plan - carried out by Cleaning Melbourne
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CHECKLISTS
Developed a business COVID-19 Response plan

Appointed a COVID-19 Compliance Coordinator and a COVID-19 response Team

Updated your Occupational health and safety risk assessment and Emergency Evacuation
Plans Implemented your COVID Safe operating procedures and control measures as
outlined in your risk assessment and check lists

Communicated your plan to all staff, updated policies and practices and provided
appropriate training / Return to Work process

Undertaken a deep cleaning of the premises Set the venue up for appropriate number of
people including any required physical distancing.

Put in place signage and electronic record keeping

Communicated your plan to all staff and provided appropriate training.
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FRONT OF HOUSE CHECKLISTS
COVID Safe Compliance Coordinator has reviewed Event. Policy, processes, logistics,
resources in place. All staff completed health screening questionnaire. Signed in.
Staff briefed on Event and any specifics re health and safety / operations. Any hirer,
producer, third party personnel briefed on COVID-Safe plan.
Patron / Venue signage in place re health and safety, conditions of entry, floor decals,
occupancy limits and so forth – see guidelines.
Venue Clean Checklist sighted, complete. Sanitising stations; separate egress/exit & other
COVID-Safe Plan measures in place – checked.
Contact Tracing process / record sheets / register in place. Staffed & monitored.
Patron Arrival: controlled external areas managed, signage. Ingress / Egress managed.
Patron tracing process in place. Patron agreements to terms of entry on display. Pre-Show:
Foyer protocols and logistics in place. Auditorium opening early. Patrons from multiple
venues managed in common areas. Lifts / Stairs managed, F&B. Toilets / restrooms. Signage,
management, staffed or monitored if necessary.
Box Office: Venue seating allocated with distancing. Contactless payment, distancing
logistics, signage. Contactless cloaking.
Ticketing: e-tix and scanning in place – contactless.
Foyer Bar – Café / Bistro. Any third-party contractors briefed. COVID-Safe Plan both
parties agreed. Hygiene and distancing in place as per Hospitality Guidelines. Type of
service on offer managed for health and safety.
Auditoria – Seating allocated for distancing. Patrons informed of exit and interval
procedures and during show protocols.
Interval. Confirmed any alterations to timing and length of interval with producers, hirers
and audience. Foyer logistics in place.
Post Show. Exit from auditorium and venue managed with distancing. Staged unloading of
auditorium. Any foyer activities including Merch managed for distancing. Direct exits.
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CAFÉ 35 ACTION PLAN
BEFORE OPENING
- Prepare the Register
- Make sure Coffee Machine is on and stocked
- Cleaning and sanitizing common contact surfaces
Common contact surfaces include:
- Eating and drinking utensils
- Tables and chairs (including underneath)- if the outside chairs and tables remain or we need to
organize cleaners to do this from the Council if the outside tables and chairs are not PRACC’s to
deal with.
- Kitchen and food contact surfaces
- Door and cupboard handles
- Handrails
- Refrigerator handles
- Tap handles
- Switches
- EFTPOS keypads.
- POS System
- Coffee Machine
You need to clean and disinfect surfaces; both steps are essential. The first step is cleaning, which
means wiping dirt and germs off a surface. You can use common household detergent products for
cleaning, they are stocked at supermarkets. Cleaning alone does not kill germs. The next step is to
disinfect the surface. Disinfection means using chemicals to kill germs on surfaces. Again,
supermarkets stock common household disinfection products – it is important to use products that
are labelled “disinfectant” and to follow the instructions on the label.
- Make sure the Menu is put out across the Café in 3 locations on stands to avoid people
cluttering together to look at the Menu.
- Email Weekly our Café Subscribers our Menu and our Café Action Plan and that we are
Cashless
- Bollards put up around the Café from the Sandwich Fridge as ONE ENTRY and EXIT for when
paying and collecting the food/drink
- Spacing markings on the floor 1.5metres apart when lining up
- Sneeze screens installed at payment counter.
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CAFÉ 35 ACTION PLAN
- No Self-Serve Food Option so make sure that the Fridge is taped off on the outside of the
Fridge where customers can open the fridge
- Heating element to be faced inwards for Staff to select item not customers
- Cutlery, Sugar, Stirrers and lids to be put behind the counter for Staff to grab for the customer
DURING BUSINESS AND PEAK HOUR
- Food to be packaged and sealed per item
- One Staff member at a time to be in the Café, Café is not big enough to have two working at a
time to meet the social distancing.
- Before and after serving a customer please make sure you wash and dry your hands
before handling food;
between handling raw food and food that is ready to eat, such as pre-cooked food and salads;
after smoking, coughing, sneezing, blowing their nose, eating or drinking, and using the toilet;
after touching hair, scalp, mouth, nose or ear canal;
after handling rubbish and other waste;
after handling money or bank cards;
before and after cleaning; and
after removing gloves (if used).
customers to use contactless payment methods such as credit or debit cards, phone or other
payment-enabled devices instead of cash.
- Cleaning and sanitizing common contact surfaces after each customer
Common contact surfaces include:
Eating and drinking utensils
Tables and chairs (including underneath)- if the outside chairs and tables remain or we need to
organize cleaners to do this from the Council if the outside tables and chairs are not PRACC’s to
deal with.
- Kitchen and food contact surfaces
- Door and cupboard handles
- Handrails
- Refrigerator handles
- Tap handles
- Switches
- EFTPOS keypads.
- POS System
- Coffee Machine
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CAFÉ 35 ACTION PLAN
You need to clean and disinfect surfaces; both steps are essential. The first step is cleaning, which
means wiping dirt and germs off a surface. You can use common household detergent products for
cleaning, they are stocked at supermarkets. Cleaning alone does not kill germs. The next step is to
disinfect the surface. Disinfection means using chemicals to kill germs on surfaces. Again,
supermarkets stock common household disinfection products – it is important to use products that
are labelled “disinfectant” and to follow the instructions on the label.

CLOSING CAFE
- Conduct End of Day on the POS
- When entering the office make sure you sanitize your hands when you have placed the
Register on the Desk
- Put on gloves when you are counting the money and try and avoid touching your face during
this process
- Process end of day in the system and when done clean your work area, money counter and
keyboard
- Clean the Café and also outside of the Café as per instructions at “Before Opening”
- Clean Coffee Machine and put it through it's rinse cycle.
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RECEPTION/BOX OFFICE/OFFICE
ACTION PLAN
OPENING RECEPTION
- Prepare the Box Office Register
- Cleaning and sanitizing common contact surfaces with gloves on
- Make sure there is airflow in the office and all occupied spaces
- Common contact surfaces include:
- Reception Counter
- Reception Desk
- Computer screen, Keyboard and mouse
- Photocopier
- Door and cupboard handles
- Handrails
- Switches
- EFTPOS keypads
You need to clean and disinfect surfaces; both steps are essential.
The first step is cleaning, which means wiping dirt and germs off a surface. Clean these surfaces with
the supplied cleaning substances.
The next step is to disinfect the surface. Disinfection means using chemicals to kill germs on
surfaces.
Ensure social distancing signage is in place for staff and visitors while at the Box Office.
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RECEPTION/BOX OFFICE/OFFICE
ACTION PLAN
DURING BUSINESS
Clean frequently touched areas and surfaces several times a day with a detergent or disinfectant
solution or wipe. Example the photocopier, reception area and eftpos machine,keyboard,mouse,
laminating station and your desk even your mobile phone, ipads etc
- Sanitize your hands when entering and exiting the office
- One Staff member at a time to be operating the Reception/Box Office area
Before and after serving a customer please make sure you wash and dry your hands following
examples below......
- after smoking, coughing, sneezing, blowing their nose, eating or drinking, and using the toilet;
- after touching hair, scalp, mouth, nose or ear canal;
- after handling rubbish and other waste;
- after handling money or bank cards;
- before and after cleaning; and
- after removing gloves (if used).
- Customers to use contactless payment methods such as credit or debit cards, phone or other
payment-enabled devices where possible instead of cash.
- Cleaning and sanitizing common contact surfaces after each customer is required
Common contact surfaces include:
- Reception Counter
- Reception Desk
- Computer screen, Keyboard and mouse
- Photocopier
- Door and cupboard handles
- Handrails
- Switches
- EFTPOS keypads.
Please clean and disinfect surfaces; both steps are essential.
The first step is cleaning, which means wiping dirt and germs off a surface. Cleaning alone does not
kill germs.
The next step is to disinfect the surface. Disinfection means using chemicals to kill germs on
surfaces.
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RECEPTION/BOX OFFICE/OFFICE
ACTION PLAN
END OF DAY
Conduct end of day for the box office if any sales
Put on gloves when you are counting the money and try and avoid touching your face during this
process
Process end of day in the system and when done clean your work area, money counter and
keyboard
Clean the Reception/Box Office and also outside of the Reception/ Box Office as per instructions at
“Before Opening”
Cleaning Melbourne Daily Schedule will include cleaning of the Box Office and reception area
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EVENT OPERATION
EMPLOYEE
Before
- Complete the CoW Daily Roll Call.
- Ensure appropriate signage is in place. This may include event specific and directional signage
to assist distancing.
- Sight that all public hand sanitiser dispensers have been filled as required. Report to COVID
Co-ordinator as needed.
- Open all doors in event space to reduce touch points
- Lock doors or use bollards to restrict entry to non-required spaces.
- Brief staff on COVIDSafe requirements for the event
- Prepare isolation room for use if required
- Sanitise your work area or any tools/equipment you may be using during event arrival
- Ensure contact tracing is in place. Report to COVID Co-ordinator as needed.
- Wash your hands
- Open venue doors at instructed time
During
- Keep distance from crowds where possible
- Politely ask patrons to kindly continue moving through foyer to event spaces, not to
congregate together
- Take notice of patrons who may show symptoms of COVID19. Report to COVID Co-ordinator
as needed.
- Use gloves to accept anything given to you by patrons, including event ticketing
- Wash your hands
- Do not leave guests unattended unless in event spaces
After
- Lock all doors once guests have left the area
- Pack down your work area or any tools/equipment you may have used, and sanatise them as
per the checklists.
- Wash your hands
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COVID-19 ACTION PLAN: TECHNICAL
STAFF
BEFORE YOUR SHIFT
If you are displaying any COVID-19 Symptoms please call your supervisor and advise them, please
do not come to work, stay home and get tested.
Equipment in this Action Plan can be located in the following areas of PRACC but not limited to...
- The Cage
- The Bio Box - Yan Yean and Woodstock Theatres
- Stage Managers Desk
- The Eucalypt
- The Foyer
ONSITE CLEANING
The following must be sanitised with alcoholic wipes/spray before and after use:
- Lighting desks
- Sound desks
- Keyboards and mice
- Touchscreens
- Amp knobs
- CD Player control panels
- Projector control panels
- Curtain controls
- Stage Managers desk controls
- Lighting power circuit switches
- Stage Blues and Whites switches
- Auditorium, step lights, level 2 and level 3 light switches
- Cage lights
- Storage cupboard handles
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COVID-19 ACTION PLAN: TECHNICAL
EQUIPMENT
The following must be sanitised with isopropyl alcohol surface cleaner and wiped with paper towel
before and after use:
- 2-way Radio
- Microphones
- Microphone stands
- DI’s
- Cables
- Cable trays
- Remote controls
- Tools
- Cleaning equipment (brooms, mops, etc)
- Music Stands if used
- Adaptors
- Decimators
- Followspot touchpoints
- Comms (Headset and pack)
- Safety Equipment (hard hats, bollards, lights, etc)
The above equipment can be used by both PRACC Staff and the Hirer during an event. PRACC will
supply cleaning products during the period of hire, the hirer must include how they will manage the
use of equipment if it is shared amongst performers/delegates, within their COVID Safe Plan.
PRACC strongly recommends that equipment like microphones is not shared during the hire period,
if there is a need for it to be shared then the hirer must ensure the equipment is cleaned with alcohol
based wipes before it is used by the next person.
If you think an item may have been missed by cleaning staff (due to location, technical nature, etc),
sanitise before and after use.
Headset and lapel microphones must be cleaned then stored in Ziplock bags between uses.
Gloves should be worn when operating all Technical Equipment listed above in this Action Plan.
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